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 Create an original 
pattern and scan the 
image (L. West at ASU Prism lab) 

 Create the image entirely 
on the computer   (Rinus Roelofs) 



POINT SCANNER DESKTOP LASER/VIDEO 

Prism Lab at ASU 

Fresno City College 



Courtesy of Q-plus Labs 



LASER ARM FROM Q-
PLUS LABS 

ZCORP 700 HANDHELD These scanners gather data by 

running a laser over the surface 

of the form 



Next Engine 3D Scanner 

Cyberware full body scanner 



ROLAND DESKTOP 
SCANNERS 

Fresno City College 



Created at both ASU’s Prism Lab and  

the lab at Fresno City College  

Images rendered with Rhino 3D 



 There is a ton of 
modelling software out 
there.  Some common 
choices: 

 Rhino 3D 
 3DMax 
 Maya 
 Google Sketchup* 
 Blender* 
 Teddy and Smooth 

Teddy* 
 Solidworks 

 Mastercam 
 Rhino3D seems to be 

the sculptors favorite. 

Rinus Roelofs 

*freeware 



Solidworks Rhino3D 

•  Is an easy to use program best  

   suited for highly geometric forms 

•  Is both more complicated and  

   fuller in features 

•  Is well suited for very organic forms 



CAM lab at Fresno City College 

Computer 
aided milling 
machines use 
bits to carve 
your form in 
foam, wood, 
stone or 
metal. 



 4-axis Carver at FCC  5-axis Carver at FCC 

Forms with greater complexity need to be approached from 

a number of different directions:  x,y, z etc. 



Artist shots courtesy of the  
Digital Atelier 

5 Axis CNC Milling 

on a large scale 



•  Desktop 4-axis mill and scanner in one cost     
    efficient package (starting at $4000) 
•  Produces small, highly accurate forms  
   directly in a variety of materials:  from soft  
   metals to wax  
 



 Uses a UV curable 
photopolymer resin, 
which is hit with a UV 
laser.  The part then 
lowers and a blade 
wipes over a new 
layer of resin. 

3D Systems 



 

 

 

 

 The parts often use a 
support structure which is 
removed after production. 

 Next the part is immersed 
in chemical bath and then 
often cured in an oven 

 Process is fast but 
expensive ($300-800 for a 
gallon of material) 

 

 The machines run 
$100,000-400,000 in cost 

 Materials include clear 
and opaque 
plastics that  
can be firm  
enough to  
be machined  
or highly  
flexible 

Stereo  Lithography Models 

for “Dream Box, by Gloria Vanderbilt 

Cooper 



 Uses Laser to 
fuse plastic, 
metal or 
ceramic 
powder one 
layer at a 
time.  Then 
the part 
lowers and a 
blade wipes 
new powder 
over the 
pattern. 

A6 Steel by L. West 



 Will print in various 
polymers (nylons, also 
glass with other fillers 
and polystyrene), 
METAL (steel, titanium 
alloys) and 
GREENSAND 

 Can get up to 100% 
density with this type of 
printing vs. SLA 

 Parts are machinable 
and metal ones are 
weldable 

 
Bathseba Grossman 



Dimension Rapid Prototype 

Machine in operation 

FDM Machines 

 Similar to SLS except 

material is extruded 

from a “wire” like a MlG 

welder 

 

 Lower cost than 

traditional SLS printers 

starting in the low 

$20,000 range 

  Some 

Machines will 

print a variety 

of colors and 

transparent 

materials 

Stratsys’s new desktop 

system starting at $15,000 



Objet PolyJet Matrix™ 3D Printing Technology  
  
PolyJet Matrix™ Technology, a new direction in 3D printing, is the first 

technology that enables simultaneous jetting of different types of model 

materials, available on Connex500™ 3D Printing System by Objet 

http://www.objet.com/Products/PolyJetMatrixTechnology/tabid/274/ctl/Edit/mid/1236/language/en-US/Connex500/tabid/273/Default.aspx


3D Systems makes a wide variety of extrusion printers 

which can even print directly in wax and other burnable 

materials  



Zprinter 650 

Value 

300 x 450 dpi resolution 

Single color 

203 x 254 x 203 mm 

(8” x 10” x 8”) 

 

Color and Affordability  

300 x 450 dpi resolution 

Full-spectrum 24-bit Color 

203 x 254 x 203 mm 

(8” x 10” x 8”) 

High-Definition Color 

600 x 540 dpi resolution 

Full-spectrum 24-bit Color 

254 x 356 x 203 mm 

(10” x 15” x 8”) 



Build Tray 

Feed Tray 

•You start with 2 bins of powder, a feed tray 

and a build tray 

•A printer similar to a Cannon or  HP goes 

over the build tray and drops ink and binder 

on the powder 

•The machine then wipes a thin layer of 

powder from the feed tray onto the build tray 

•The printer then drops a new layer of binder 

and ink on the fresh powder 

•The process repeats until a 3D form is built 

Printer Head 

Finshed parts in build tray 



There also several open 

source kits out there for 

rapid prototyping machines. 

Machine that prints sugar created for less  

than $500 by the Evil Mad Scientist Lab 

http://www.evilmadscientist.com/article.php/3printerpreview
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oskay/400591316/in/pool-evilmadscientist/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oskay/490953322/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oskay/490968711/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oskay/490968291/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/oskay/490968373/


CupCake CNC by 

Makerbot – kit starts  

at $750 

RepRap 

Purple Platypus 



 www.qpluslabs.com  for Roland scanners, 4-axis mini-mill and having small 
through large scale sculpture scanned 

 www.goengineer.com  for Zcorp printers and scanners 

 www.digitalatelier.net  for all levels of sculpture production with digital 
technology esp. scanning and CNC 

 www.scicontech.com  source for SLA, SLS, CNC and also is a foundry.  Where 
my SLS steel print was done 

 www.rhino3d.com  and Rhino3d.tv for computer program often 
recommended by/for sculptors.  Best for organic textural forms 

 www.solidworks.com  for computer program that is excellent in creation of 
geometric machine like sculptures 

 www.solidconcepts.com another place to have rapid prototypes created 

 www.zcorp.com resource for 3D printers and scanners 

 www.dimensionprinting.com is a resource for inexpensive prototyper 

 www.3dsystems.com resource for SLA and SLS machines as well as Projet 
series which prints directly in wax 

 www.nextengine.com  inexpensive desktop scanner 

 www.objet.com  range of polyjet 3D printers 

 www.thinkverse.com 

 www.open3dp.com 

 

 


